Online learning is an integral part of your district’s educational model. Each session will provide participants with a focused block of professional development in the morning. This time will be used to enhance the strengths and bolster the weaknesses of each program. Then, in the afternoon, participants will have dedicated time for networking and collaboration. Sessions will be based on research and best practices from the National Standards for Quality Online Courses, Quality Matters, and resources from the Digital Learning Collaborative.

**SESSION 1**
**ONLINE LEARNING MODELS & SYSTEMS**
Participants will take a deep dive into their school district’s current online learning model to identify their systems’ structure and potential weaknesses.

**REGISTRATION:**
[iu17.link/olc_1006](iu17.link/olc_1006)

**OCTOBER 6, 2022**

**SESSION 2**
**COURSE DESIGN AND EVALUATION**
Based on various course assessment rubrics, participants will learn how to vet and evaluate their online learning program courses.

**REGISTRATION:**
[iu17.link/olc_0124](iu17.link/olc_0124)

**JANUARY 24, 2023**

**SESSION 3**
**PROGRAM EVALUATION AND MARKETING**
Is your program working? Participants will learn how to evaluate their online learning programs to identify academic and interpersonal successes and challenges. Then, participants will work to build up their offerings for the next school year.

**REGISTRATION:**
[iu17.link/olc_0425](iu17.link/olc_0425)

**APRIL 25, 2023**

**TIMES:** 9:00AM - 2:00PM
**COST:** $25 PER SESSION
**LUNCH NOT PROVIDED**

**TARGETED AUDIENCE:** ADMINISTRATORS & ONLINE LEARNING STAFF